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Abstnct. The concept of vacuously transitive relation is defined, and undet an appnppriatr 
isomorphism. the equivalence classes of such relations are enumerated by uw of the power 
group enumeratkn theorem 131. This enumeration is shown to be combirtatorially er;utvalcn! 
to a counting series derived by Harary and Prins 141 for certain kinds of bicolored grrphx 
Finally, it is shown that the main result can be extended to cover two additional carq of in- 
terest. 
1. introduction 
The ~IlUfIWatiOn of tlXIISitiVc relations MTl~inS on Hatary’s familiar 
listing of open problems in graph theory [ 21. The purpose of this paper 
is to indicate that a partial solution of the problem already exists in 
one context, and that in another context this same partial solution re- 
sults from an application cf Harary and F’almer’s power group enumera- 
tion theorem. Although thz main result is not new, it is hoped that the 
techniques used may be of some interest. The method does, in fact. sug- 
gest a modest extension of the existing partial solution. 
Let Se IsI ,sz. . . ..s.) denote a finite set. A relation p in S X S may 
k described by a (0.1 )-matrix R = (‘ii) in which rii = 1 iff (Si. sj)E p. 
TIC idmtity relation has matrix I = (6,), and the relation S X S has a 
matrix denoted by I in which each entry is 1. A relation p with matrix 
R b r~flc.~f~ (WSP. irrefle.vive) iff rii = I for each i (resp. Tii = 0 for 
VW* I); it iS $WW?t4V~iC (IPSp. uttris?.rrtrnerric~) iff rii = 1 implies rji = 1 
fOt rll i Pnd / (IVSp. rij = I implies rji = 0 for all i and j); it is trunsitivc~ 
ifi R > R2 [ I. p. ?09i. For notational convenience, in the sequel we 
will dmply identify any relation with its matrix. 
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S Lm(lrrrive. vacuously transitive relations 
In Ihb tixtion, our problem is to enumerate the equivalence classes 
of a certain set of objects subject o a given relation. In rough outline, 
our procedure is as follows: We define a subset of each equivalence class, 
9wnr that each of these subsets is non-empty (Theorem 2. I), define a 
new relation on the objects in these subsets consistent with the old re- 
Won. and finally enumerate the new equivalence ~1:~~s (formula 2.1)). 
fkfinltion 2.1. A fransifive tripfe in a relation is a set of three ordered 
pairs i (J,. s,), (s,, sh ), (Si, ,sk )}. A relation is called vacuousf_v transifive 
Hf it is transitive but contains no transitive triple. 
For example, ihe empty relation and the identity relation am vacuous 
ly trrnsitive, but the relation J is not. 
Let V denote the set of vacuously transitive relations which are also 
im flexive. Two such relations, RI and R2, are isomorphic iff there is a 
permutation matrix P such that R, = PR,.!‘. where P ic the transpose 
of P. We wish to count isomorphism classes, and our first theorem a+ 
serts that each class can be represented by matrices in which each I oc 
curs in an r X (n-r) rectangle in the lower left hand corner. 
Theorem 2.1. Any relation R in the class V is imnorphic to P rcbtkm 
T= (til) with the folIowing proper&: 
(*) there is an integer r. I 5 r < n. sd~ rhar 
(l)f,=Oifi<_tt-r; 
(2) tfi = 0 if j > 11 -r; 
(3) for each j 5 n-r. there is an i > II -r such t)crtr tti = I. 
Proof. From its definition. a vacuously transitive relatton R R nt~~ 
warily antisymmetric. By an argument analspus to that in the polncoC 
[ 5, Theorem 81, R is isomorphic to a relation r - (1~1 in which tlw 
matrix is triangular with non-increasiw column sum *rrrter (c, . ~2. . 
C, = 0). NOW if ffj = I, then fjr -Ofot61r~b.henniCrc>8;~tlk 
jlh row sum is zero. Let r be the least integet such that C* , > I) ti 
the rheorem readily i’ollows. 
5 2. Inejlexire, vacuously transitive rela tiom In7 
Of course, any relation which satisfies property (*) is both irreflexivr 
and vacuously transitive, hence belongs to V . Our problem, then, is to 
count the non-isomorphic relations which satisfy (*). Theorem 2. I im- 
plies that each isomorphism class, except for the empty relation, con- 
tains an r X (n-r) rectangle in which each column has at least one 1. As 
a typical example, consider the 4 X 2 rectangle 
oooooo\ 
0 0 0 0’0 0 \ 
from the relation T = 
100000 ! 
Any permutation of the rows of G can be effected by an isomotphism 
of the type PTP without interchanging the columns of G: and similarly 
for any permutation of its columns. Thus any rectangle which differs 
from G by a permutation of either rokrs or columns or both corresponds 
to a relation which is isomorphic to 7’. 
From this discussion it follows that the number u,, of non-isomorphic 
iftcflcxive vacuously transitive relations is given by 
where u,(r) denotes the number of nonequivalent r X (n-r) rectangles 
hrtim at least one I in each column. Two rectangles are non-equivalent 
if une cannot he obtrined frc m the other by a permutation of rows 01 
cdumm or both. The leading term in (2.1) enumerates the single excep- 
tional cat in which all entries are zero. We now calculate the number 
I*(?). 
Let cI= i”t,&x* .,~~,)andletX=ix,.~~ ,..., x,_,).Wearetocon- 
&et t~btterrs in X x U and, for convenience, we think of the corre- 
wiq mattices in the form of a rectangle 
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u 0 
X 
M column in such a relation is considered to be a characteristic func- 
tti describing a particular subset of iJ, so that any relation in X X U 
ddlnes a functionf: Y + 2U. For the counting problem at hand, we 
u avoid columns of zeros, hence WC restrict the range off to Y = 
Z”\(b). 
Let A denote the symmetric group on X, and let B denote the sub- 
poyp of the symmetric group on Y which is isomorphic to and induced 
by the symmetric group on (I. We have now a typical problem of the 
type discussed in [ 31: to enumerate the equivalence classes of functions 
in YX, where two functionsfand g are equivalent iff there exist per 
mutations a E A and P E B such that g = ofa. In the notation cf that 
paper: 
(i) Ix1 = d = n-r; 
(ii) IAl = (n-r)! and IBI = r!; 
(iii) jk (7) is the number of cycles of length k in the d&At cycle dc- 
composition of 7; 
(iv) Z(A) = (1 /n-r)!) Z,, n;;; aP’ is the cyck in&A of A ; 
(v) Z(A;m,, mz, . . . . m,,) is obtained from Z(A) by rtpkclq each 
uk with my. 
By 13, Theorem 21, 
where m,(P) =Zslk s -f,(B). 
As an example we shall calculate u,(2). In this CW. 
hence 
us(2)=f[Z(A;3,3,3)+Z(A;1,.~,1)1 =l[lO-$21 =6. 
ExplicitlJt, these six non-isomorphic members of V have representatives 
of the form 
00000 
00000 l 1 00000 ’ 00 00 
irr which the 2 X 3 rectangle is filled respectively by 
oto 001 100 II0 101 Ill 
I I I’ I 1 0’ I I I’ I I I’ I I 0’ I 1 1’ 
SW&r cakuMom involving n = 2,3,4,5 and 6 result in the num- 
bs dkplryod in lrbk I. For convenience, we have put un (0) = 1, and 
ne# that tn mane imtanccs the use of (2.2) is unnecessary. 
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In thb section we show that relations in the class V correspond to 
arWn bkolored graphs, which have been enumerated in [41. (The 
Thor is indebted to Professor F. Harary for pointing out this relation- 
-3 
A '&colored graph G with r points of one color (say red) and n-r 
points of another color (yay green) corresponds to a symmetric n X n 
nbtkn matrix of the form 
0 I 
4- r green points I 
ii 1 I -_ -_ _ _ _I_ __ r r3.l noints ( \ i0 
whkh contains the indicated zero submatrices because the only lines 
in G join red points with green points. 
Two bico!ored graphs G and H are color-isomorphic if there exists a 
one-to-one correspondence between their point sets which preserves 
both adjacency and color [ 41. Thus if two graphs have the same point 
set, then a one-to-one correspondence which preserves adjacency can 
be described in the form (as in Section 2) H = PGP. If this correspon- 
dence is also to preserve color, then the permutation P on the point 
set of G must be factorable into P,P*, where P, acts only on the red 
points and Pg acts only on the green points. Its action, therefore, on 
the r X (n-r) lower left corner rectangle results in a permutation of 
rows or columns or both, and this is precisely the definition of “cquio- 
alence” of rectangles used in the preceding section. 
The translation of our problem into the language of bicolored -@&a, 
however, is not yet complete: for isolated points in vacuorrrly tturJiti*le 
relations are indistinguishable, while :n the case of bicolorrd gmphs 
isolated points may be assigned different colon. One way of by- 
this difficulty is the following: Note that the vacuously mmitk nk 
tions on n points can be partitioned into ckssea dependi~ uporr the 
number of isorated points contained in the relation. Thus the number 
u, in formula (2.1) is simply the cumulative total of the e 
morphic bicolored graphs with no tdaks. lk enumcratim m for 
54. Arbitrary vacuously tmnsitive rehions 1PI 
these graphs is found in [4]. The variant of that formula which M up 
propriate here is found by eliminating the dependence upon the num 
ber of lines (put x = 1) and upon the number of green point3 (put : 3 I t. 
and by including an initial term to count the empty relation. Thus 
(3.1) I*=I+Y2+2y3+5y4+12~5+3~~6+..,, 
and the cumulative total of coefficients up through the term of rr’h d+ 
gree is u, . 
4. F tbitmry vacuously transitive relations 
By a simple extension of the techniques descrikd in Section 2. WC 
may enumerate the non-isomorphic relations in the set W of all vacuous- 
ly transitive relations (including the irreflexive ones). The number wI) 
of non-isomorphic relations in W is given by a formula analogous to (2.1): 
n-l 
WI) w, =(n + I)+,?, wn(r)* 
‘Ihe leading term in this expansion enumerates the exceptional cases in 
which all entries off the main diagonal are zero. When IZ = 3, for cxam- 
pie. the exceptional cases have the following representatives 
For fixed r. the term w”(r) is calculated by a two step generalization 
of the technique used to evaluate u,, (19. 
4.1 In a vrcuarrly transitive relation, entries on the main diagonal may 
be stmen arbitrarily. As Step 1 in the required generalization, we shall 
find the number wk (r) of non-isomorphic vacuously transitive relations 
R * (~~1 in which rt‘ii = 0 for each i > n-r. As a typical illustration. con- 
sidrt the relation R given by 
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Ei”l” 
0 0 
0. 0 0 0 
0’ 0 0 0, 
r-2 0 0 
I ‘0 0 
n-r=3 
tW that the unoccupied cells in R may be considered (in general) an 
t* 0 I 1 X 01 -I) rectangle.) 
T)w~~n~~inisX=(xl.x2.....x,_,) andAisthesymmetric 
m 00 X. hence iXi = d = n-r and IA I = (n-r)!. The set U, however. 
or comMered to contain an additional element (representing the diagonal 
entries); thus U = {u,. u2. . . . . u,. u I. Each column in this (effectively) 
4~ + I ) X (n-r) rectangle must have at least one 1 below the diagonal 
entry. hence the range is Y = 2U\{0, 1 u)) and I YI = 2’+* -2. An allow- 
&J& permutation of rows must keep the diagonal entries separate, hence 
Ow @rmp B is the subgroup of the symmetric group on Y which is in- 
duced by that subgroup of the symmetric group on U under which the 
efemcnt u is fixed. Thus f3 is isomorphic to the symmetric group on 
u\(U) - {u,,u2 ,..., u,), so IBI =r!. 
Apin using the power group enumeration theorem 
All parameters are the same as in formula (2.2). except the cycle smm 
ture of the elements in B. 





d = 3, IAl = 3! L 6, IBI = 2! = 2; 
the group A has 1 cycle of type (Q )f* )( - I.3 cyclea of type (0 If* l $. 
2 cycles of type (***); 
Y= {Iu,), luz), fu,.u2).lu,. U), (89. U). IW,,Y*.YI). 
the group B has 1 cycle of type (*M*W*)(-K*)(*). 1 cyck of 
type (a I(. )(a l I(- l 1. 
84. Arbitrary vacuously transitive relations IQ1 
Thus 
q&)=6, ml(&)‘Z* 
Q(P, I= 6, qu32 I= 6. 
m3 (P, ) := 6, m3u3*) = 2. 
Z(A)=~[++ +3a,a~ +3Jr,l, 
Z(A ; ti,6,5) = 4 (63 + 306~ -+ 2.6) = 56, 
&4;2,6,1’)=&(8+36+4)=8, 
w;(2) = f 156 + 81 = 32. 
4.2. The genetaliration is completed by observing that an extension of 
the domain by a single element takes care of the remaining diagonal 
elements. 
Let X = ix,.~~,...,~,+~,~~,~0IX(=d=n-r+1.Ana1lowableper- 
mutation of columns must keep the remaining diagonal entries separate, 
hence the group A is the subgroup of the symmetric group on X under 
which x is fixed and which is induced by the symmetric group on 
x\(.vI = {Xl..... x,_, I. Hence IA I = (n-r)!. This time the cycle struc- 
tures of the elements in A, as well as the parameter d. differ from the 
previous cases. The basic formula, however, persists 
(4.3) 
where 
since the function value assigned to x must be in Y (as described in 
Section 4. I ). the enumeration w>:(r) counts those relations with at 
krrt OM I rmon# the fural diagonal elements; furthermore. it counts 
each relation twice. once each according as the image of x does or does 
.k~t contain the eiemcnt u. 
Thus the tzquitnl for,,tiuIa for the number of non-isomorphic vacuous- 
b thmitt*r: fehiom on S is 
II H. Sup. If., htdmwarion of vocuoudy transitive relations 
t&k 2 Mats Ihc numbers of vacuously transitive relations for n = 2, 
J 4 d J. No& that the exceptional cases have been enumerated under 
* Lndtnl W”(O). 
bbomorphic vacuously transitive relations for n = 2 and 3 appear 
*i) t--i* I * 
Fip. I. 
4 5. Transitive relations containhg symmetric triples 
5. Transitive relations containing symmetric triples 
Transitive triples must involve either two or three (element3 in S. 
Referring to Definition 2. I, we call a transitive triple of the form 
I(+ Sj), (~1. pi), (sip si)} symmetric. Note that if the relation p is tran- 
sitive, then {(Siv s,), (si, Si)) C p implies both (~1, ~1) E p and (F,. V, 16. c, 
It is convenient to partition transitive relations into three types: 
vacuously transitive relations are of Type 0; 
relations containing at least one symmetric triple but no non-sym- 
metric transitive triple are of Type I ; 
and finally, those relations containing at least one transitive triple 
involving three elements of S are of Type 2. 
Non-isomorphic relations of Type 0 were enumerated in Section 4. 
and by the following observation we can extend those results to in- 
clude the enumeration of all relations of Type 1 (again, non-isomorphic). 
Let p be a transitive relation of Type 1 and let it contain the sym- 
metric triples generated by (Si. sj) and (si, Si). We observe that for 
k # i. j. there iS no pair in p inVOhing Si and Sk or si and Sk. (ItI the 
matrix corresponding to p. the i and i row and column sums are 2.) 
This means that any other symmetric triple in p must involve sub- 
scripts different from i and j; hence no relation of Type 1 can contain 
more than [\#tl symmelric triples. By the appropriate permutations. 
p is cquivalenl to a relation matrix of the forr,l 
0 (” ) 0 B. 
in which A corn-ponds to a relation of Type 0, and B is of the form 
/ 
1 I 0 0 I.. 0 o\ 
f I I 0 0 . . . 0 0 




‘t 0000 II! 
\o 0 cl 0 . . . 1 li 
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Now let Y, denote the number o f  non-isomorphic transitive relations 
o, f~, pe I on a set containing n elements, n > 1. If we put w 0 = 1 and 
w 1 = 2, then 
In~2 I
(5.1) y.  = ~ wn_2m • 
ra=l 
The terms in this expansion count the numbers of  relations of  Type 1 
containing exactly 1, exactly 2, ..., exactly [ i n l symmetric triples. 
There is, of course, a one-to-one correspondence between the re- 
flexive relations and the irreflexive relations; hence formula (2.1) also 
enumerates the non-isomorphic reflexive vacuously transitive relations. 
Thus the number x n of non-isomorphic reflexive transitive relations of  
Type i may be obtained from (5.1) by replacing w with v and by choos- 
ing v 0 = o I -- i, 
(5.21 xn = on-  2rn • 
m=l  
The first few terms in each of these series are shown in Table 3. 
Table 3 
n YI! "~n 
2 1 ! 
3 2 1 
4 S 3 
5 26 5 
6 100 12 
Refcrenc,~ 
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